INSTRUCTIONS FOR 2785M SPEED RING

For use with the Canon EZ and EX Series and Nikon SB Series flash units.

This Speed Ring is used to mount two of the Canon EZ or EX or Nikon SB flash heads for use in a single Lightbank. Note: You will also need a multi-flash cord to connect the flash units together and an off-camera TTL cord to connect the flashes to your camera (purchase from your flash dealer).

Instructions:

1. Rotate the heads of both flash units to a forward facing position.
2. Mount one flash unit on a cold shoe with the lens of the flash facing into the Speed Ring. If your multi-flash cord has a hot shoe connector, use it in place of the cold shoe.
3. Using the Enclosed thumbscrew, attach the off-camera TTL cord to the other side of the mounting bracket.
4. Mount the second flash unit to the shoe of the TTL cord again with the flash facing into the Speed Ring.
5. Connect the two flash units together with the multi-flash cord.
6. Using the attached stand adapter, mount the completed assembly on a light stand.
7. Attach the Lightbank to the side of the Speed Ring opposite the flash units.
8. Connect the loose end of the TTL cord to the camera sync.

Parts List:

1 20601000  7.5” (19cm) Diameter Speed Ring
1 27852000  Mounting Bracket
1 26105100  ¼-20 x ½ Thumbscrew
1 38651000  Dual Axis Stand Adapter
1 27854000  Rubber Pad
1 38506000  Star Washer
1 27853000  Cold Shoe (Kaiser 1211)
1 38505000  ¼-20 x 5/8 Hex Bolt